Loewen Windows and Doors is pleased to introduce our newest addition to the swinging door Family of products, the 2¼ Inch Door. This new option of door has been designed to meet the demands of the luxury market. The thicker, more robust panel provides the valued element of mass which equates to a higher quality experience while using the product. The narrow stile elevation along with the new thicker panel makes for a great contemporary design solution.
Specifications

- Panel is a 2 3/8” thick rabbeted panel
- Allows for “True Triple" high performance glazing with 1/2" airspace
- Standard configuration - stile (4 5/16”) and bottom rail (7 7/8”)
- Optional 3” narrow stile configuration - stile (3”) and bottom rail (4 5/16”)
- Optional ADA flat sill with 10” tall bottom rail
- Optional midrail and both flat and raised panels
- Fixed Sidelites only
- Sightlines of transom will align with door below
  - Transom sash and door panel align - are on the same plane.

All of the below features are available or remain unaffected from the standard (1 ¾”) Terrace Door.

- Wood Type (Vertical Grain Douglas Fir or Mahogany)
- Glazing Options
- Glazing Stop Options
- SDL Options
- Architectural Casings
- Hardware
- Standard Frame sizes and size limitations
- Composite splash guard

Performance Data

- All NFRC as well as NAFS (Air/Water/Structural) performance values remain consistent with existing 1 ¾” product option.
- Impact performance and certification remains unchanged from the existing 1 ¾” product option.